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My technical interest are diverse. I love my profession and find it rewarding. I love Humanity. 
As a profession I specialize in plumbing and fire protection. I love to find solutions and designs for challenging projects.
Since I have an industrial experience I am often called upon to do fire protection for the wood industry, storage
warehouse, manufacturing, etc. 

With years of experience my work involves designing various systems in both fire and plumbing. I design special hazard
fire protection from standard wet, total flood, clean agent, and foam systems. My skill set includes various plumbing
systems including domestic water, industrial water, compressed air, sanitary waste, acid waste, radioactive waste, fuel
oil, medical gas, specialty gas, water reuse, solar, storm, medical etc. 

My first interest was mathematics. I have applied it a lifetime with my long history in Code work and a diverse design
background. Being very fortunate to now have the opportunity to train others and develop practices that helps grow my
firm and career. 

All this combines to my big love in life, people. I love people because I am amazed with the ability of us all. We as a
collective change the world by making a difference.

Then who better to love that the Plumbers, who make a difference in the world. Which help humanity whom I love the
most. 



General interest and what I consider recreation is travel, trivia, fishing, volunteering and golf. My interest lies heavily
with ASPE. I consider you all my friends. My professional design interest is Codes and the impact we make as
people and as design or engineer professionals. I believe in dedicating your time to what you believe in and I
challenge myself to be learn and grow as a person. 

I have developed strong relationships throughout this industry because I have learned my craft and give back the
knowledge and continue to grow. Over the years I have enjoyed being helping my community with Code
development and Code Council work. I enjoy working out the details and applying the science of our industry. 

I love ASPE. My interest is strengthening ASPE to be the Voice of the Plumbing Industry. I am interested in our
Profession being the recognized leader in our industry. 



When I first read this question I indicated exactly what was asked see response:

I volunteer my time with the Birmingham Art Council, who develop learning centers in diverse
neighborhoods to provide children art centers. Historically I have volunteered both with Habitat
for Humanity and the Masons. I support the Humane Society. 

Then I realized all the items that I believe represents my Civic and Charitable duties might not be
included. Civic duty I support training others, I support the members and the meaning of
improving others lives.  I support my family, and help my neighbors. I have provided grass
mowing, Tornado Food, and debris removal. 

I simply believe, "What we can do for others give us meaning".



I am running for the President of the Society because I believe in who we are and what we stand for and I want to make
a difference. 

After diligently serving ASPE for over twenty years I have come to understand we are Steward of this Society. It is that
belief that I ran for President. Which was the greatest honor bestowed me. I was entrusted to lead and encourage and
help build ASPE. I run for a second term because I still have passion and work to do.

I have worked to provide structure by developing levels within our Committees. I have worked for better tools and
information for our members with ASPE Connect. I have worked to be transparent and open as a Society. I have worked
to provide better communication and support for our Chapters. I have worked to support our members by growing this
Society. 

I am the first President to Charter multiple Chapters. I have traveled to universities and put a voice and a face to this
profession. I have had the greatest honor to receive calls from excited members and members wanting more. I have
worked with the Board to streamline a path to support our members and Chapters.

I have listened, strengthened and worked to make this Society better. It is because ASPE supported me and provided me
a means to learn my craft and I have had a good career. I can give back and help others and I can honor the people who
gave their time and followed their passion for this honorable profession. 

What will make me standout. I have the experience to understand what makes "us better" and I have the passion to
make "us better" happen.

As President the two key component in ASPE being better is ASPE being stable in this time of pandemic and
two staying focused on our members. This can be known as Protect the Home and Protect the Family. 

Protect the Home: 

We have reviewed the budget and reduced expenditures to make sure we keep ASPE on solid financial basis
for us to provide more for our members and be represent the plumbing industry and meet the needs of this
industry.  We have reviewed contracts and look at each facet of the Business of this Society. 
We have supported Staff,  for them to be safe and continue to serve our members.  
The Business of Society continued and we held our quarterly Board meeting as a virtual meeting. 
We have increased Board calls to multiple times a month and will continue to work through this time in history. 
We have done this to keep our Society stable and our members supported.  

Protect the Family/Member:

We worked with Chapters to setup on-line meetings. Provide CEU opportunities on-line. Support the Chapters
with support for members with programs to help meet their needs for membership. Support with communication
tools for the members. 

My immediate goal will be to continue making ASPE stronger by focusing on the reason I am here, "the
members". 

The plan as we continue is to provide more technical information, publications and papers. Provide a
Certification in Healthcare and work to improve the message to employers and peers. It is critical our members
have support of their employers and the industry. 
For the President the answer is understand and work with the new Board to better us all.



Empower our Credential by expanding it to Health care and other Specialty areas. Empower by working
with members and their employers to understand that credential is a key factor in hiring and training. 

Providing publications and technical information needed to support the member in their job. 

Provide technical information for potential new members in the Plumbing industry. Improving our
communication with industry peers and partners.  

Focusing on members using our tools like ASPE Connect to receive, technical and code information. 
For us to learn from Leaders in the industry. 

Strengthening the Technical aspects of ASPE. ASPE has come a long way in being a voice in the
industry. The members need to have more of this information readily available, not just what you know if
you know someone.

I smiled when my first thought was "money". Please forgive me. I can't pay you to be a Chapter
member. We can thought provide value to the member. 

We can provide a member recognizable assets for the company to value them. We can provide a
credential that indicates you understand Plumbing or Healthcare. 

We can provide white papers and technical resources that support good design and less risk an
liability to your employer.

We can provide calculators and guides for you to do you job better and accurately. With tools that
hundreds of years of experience has developed.  

We can provide programs that interest the youth to increase long-term growth. 

We can provide programs that help members expand their knowledge in Plumbing and Codes. 

We can make make better processes that allows the member to be more efficient and effective. 

We can get Plumbing recognized in testing for Engineers. 

We can work with Code Bodies, City and State Authorities to make your job better and you Voice
heard. 



It has been my experience it is best to start with the apparent. Who needs what we have to
offer and how can we develop more for our members. You all know I believe "Knowledge is
Power and ASPE's power is Intellectual Property". 

Contractors, students need the knowledge of  plumbing. City reviewers need the knowledge
plumbing. Industry needs the knowledge of  plumbing. Government needs the knowledge of
plumbing.

This world is influenced by plumbing.   

I believe in understanding how others succeed can help you. We need to increase our
educational materials to attract members in these sectors that need knowledge base. 

We have started opening part of the knowledge door (limited time only) to ASPE Connect to
educate people on some useful resources. When they understand what they can learn, we
request them to be members. 

If we can ways to target members such as contractors, plan reviewers, facility managers,
union employees we can increase our membership.  We can provide online learning
certification programs. 

I will see that we continue to focus on the member!

I will  see that we continue to promote this Society by providing this Society a Voice and work
with industry partners to establish the strength and the presence of our membership. 

I will see that we continue to keep communication transparency and evolve ASPE. 

I will see that we continue to structure committees to involve more people and give more
people a place to be excited. 

I will see that we continue to develop cooperation between Committees to get more done.

I will see that we continue to grow our members to work with our Committees and others. 

Longterm is to develop our knowledge basis and materials. Publishing more to the members
and continuing to embrace technology and providing 



Increase membership to new records, work harder and keep people excited and make us more efficient. 

We have recruiting, we need to work on retain-age and diversify our member base. 

The best way to address the age gap and bond the young and old is to continue to show each of them how to
learn from each other. The older members need the education of the newer members and the younger members
needs the wisdom of the older member. That may be the basis of ASPE my friends. ASPE was developed as a
share of knowledge. 

What we need is communicate with the world about who we are and show them what we have to offer. 

I had a three day experience meeting students and speaking on the behalf of ASPE at MSOE. I learned they
needed information, inspiration and a path.  

Our members are the same.

ASPE relies on affiliate member organization. The affiliates support ASPE and ASPE supports the
members. 

For ASPE to not relies on funding to support members, ASPE would need to generate more income
and more members. 

We are on the brink of getting more members in larger numbers because we have developed new
programs, increase relationships with partners in the industry, and activated our members in the
community and for this Society.

We have to get members interested in more, more programs, more initiatives, more for others and
more for each other.  

We have to publish more and improve our technical products. 



We have to do more. 

We attract members to the tune of nearly a thousand a year. The problem is we also have a loss of 70
percent of those members.  

I have seen the largest growth and the most Chapter Chartering than any other President in twenty years.
We have to do better than that. 

There is work to do. We have put a dent and added members. But lets get the members joining and here to
stay. 

We have to understand what they need and why they are here. 

Members need more open doors. They need  new technologies and tools, they need tools to perform their
jobs and they need a be embraced by this Society to meet their needs and be a part of this family. They
need an industry and profession that recognizes their importance. 

What we have to do to keep them, is to open doors and support them, then most of all inspire them. 

We are here for each other as a family, we are the same.



14. ATTESTMENT OF CANDIDATES

1. As a Candidate to the Society ASPE Board of Directors, I hereby grant the American Society of Plumbing
Engineers (ASPE) the non-exclusive, royalty-free rights, including nonexclusive, royalty rights in copyright,
to any contributions I make to documents or material I prepared for ASPE and I understand that I acquire
no rights in publication of such documents in which my contribution or other similar analogous form is
used. I hereby attest that I have the authority and I am empowered to grant this copyright release.

2. If elected as a member of the ASPE Society Board of Directors, I understand that expenses I may incur
in my official capacity as an officer of the Society Board shall be reimbursed in accordance to the official
Society travel policies and that all such expenditures require budget authorization and must be
approved in advance by the Society President and/or Executive Director/CEO.

3. I hereby attest that all information provided in the Candidate Application for the ASPE Society Board of
Directors and the Statement of Inclinations, Interest and Affiliations are true and accurate
representations of my interests, affiliations and background and do not believe I have any conflict of
interest that would affect my serving as an officer of, and member of the Board of, the American Society
of Plumbing Engineers.

Please sign below and return to: 

American Society of Plumbing Engineers 
do Nominating Committee 
6400 Shafer Court, Suite 350 
Rosemont, IL 60018 
(847)296-0002 • aspe.org • info@aspe.org

Carol Johnson 

Name (print) 
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